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In this issue, the lectures in the 5th summit about “autumn cultivation” were analyzed 
by editor  he lectureres with sel reliance said about the sel su ciency on wheat 
produce and the new record of sugar (1.650.000 ton) that was incredible. 
Also, the subject on improving of oil seeds culture was emphasized. At the end, the 
writer concludes that explanation about successes in 1394- 95 was a notify to Majlis 
representatives that had no good interaction in giving vote of con dence to ng. o-
jatti for 19th cabinet. 

In ve past years, ihad-e- eshavarzi minister, ng. ojati and his assistants in a 
nationalwide summit by the name of “autumn agriculture”. In this summit attend, the 
directors of agriculture organizations, experts and specialists and so many of farmers.
In such summits propound the policies about crops cultivation and their priorities, and 
also governmental subsides to different sectors. 
Actually, this nationalwide summit was to announce the agriculture ministry policies 
that began with the beginning after vote of con dence to ng. ojati in the Islamic 
Consultative Assembly.

his summit was to show the representatives on ministry s successes on self-suf cien-
cy for wheat, new record on sugar production and oil seeds, especially rape.  
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This slaughter-house is a ring of the poultry chain produce. Breeding poultry chickens plant, 
animal feed factory and carton production are the other rings of poultry producing that belong 
to hodrat aj oori.
It inaugurated by president assistant, ihad-e- eshavarzi minister assistant, governer- general 
and many other governmental responsibles. This slaughter-house is based on global standards 
and will export its products to ussia and other uropean countries.
Contemporary the inauguration of this slaughter-house, a Russian delegation was in Ardabil 
to make a contract with Arta oojeh abalan, the owner of this slaughter-house.

ditor criticized the coming and goings of high diplomatic agricultural delegations 
from countries also uropeans and Iranian agriculture delegations travels in 1  issue 
of Agri- industries Infrastructures Magazine.

e uestioned, why ihad-e- eshavarzi ministry could not gain good results from 
these traf cs. e noted, it is necessary to plan programs for these meetings and do not 
be await to events.
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